Current organizations need to create advantages by measuring and developing intangible resources. Business intelligence and knowledge management help to achieve it. On the other hand, virtual teams have problems that make the regularization of their work processes and their social interaction methods difficult and restrict the team members to unfold efficiently. Knowledge management purposes skills from structural capital and human capital and it is believed to solve these types of problems in virtual teams. This research has the objective to identify the best practices and opportunity areas for the intelligent management of virtual teams by showing practical suggestions in the discussion built with the inferential statistics testing of five hypotheses. The results indicate that three hypotheses were accepted while two were rejected.
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1. **Introduction**

Current market and technology circumstances force organizations of any background to seek competitive advantages with intangible assets. These types of assets promote human resources development by improving the use of information that allows them to gain knowledge and apply it to innovate. The substance of this topic was studied in past research, for example, Ahumada and Perusquia (2016) proposed strategies based on Business Intelligence to achieve development in favor of innovation. However, these works analyze models missing in their scope to observe individuals that go through a working process with interactions that require socialization with other people. This paper proposes a model to develop trust in virtual team members. Its results analysis exposed efficient methods and opportunity areas in virtual teams considering intangible assets management, commonly known as Knowledge Management. This explanatory research not only contributes to theoretical proposals about Knowledge Management and virtual teams but also includes applicable recommendations to any managerial level that is in care of them. Also, literature concerning virtual teams is the extent, hence here are highlighted the most important elements to manage virtual teams with Business Intelligence. For these motives, it is considered that this research covers theoretical and practical gaps about Business Intelligence, Knowledge Management, and Virtual teams by exhibiting, the best practices and opportunity areas for the intelligent management of virtual teams.

2. **Literature review**

2.1. **Business intelligence and Knowledge Management**

Business Intelligence is the use of methodologies proposed by Knowledge Management addressed to enterprises. This Management branch is defined as the use of a process in which abstracts (like new ideas), and intangible (like knowledge level of an employee) are transformed in concrete and applicable (like software and manuals). These processes, not only have organized data, but also allow enterprises to measure, analyze, and change, create innovations, and new knowledge (Pasher &
2.2. Intelligent management of Virtual Teams

Enterprises rather work with virtual teams for their possibility to reduce time and costs. Virtual teams are groups of two or more interdependent people that must interact with information and communication technologies due to their geographical separation (Gibson et al., 2014; Martins et al., 2004; Powell et al., 2004). These teams are exposed to situations in which their working process involves the use of communication tools, their relationship with others, and shared goals. Due to the complexity of technology, the team’s thoughts, and work; it is needed a favorable system that avoids or solve conflicts, creativity to solve problems is fostered, and reduce individualism (Kirkman & Mathieu, 2005; Marlow et al., 2017). As mentioned before, Knowledge Management allows the creation of processes focused on benefitting from structural capital, human capital, and relational capital of an organization. Therefore, virtual teams require this branch of Management to do work more efficiently, avoid or solve problems related to the interactions of the virtual team members (Ahumada & Perusquia, 2016; Lanzas, 2018; Maznevski & Chudoba, 2000). This work uses the concept of intelligent management of virtual teams to the application of Knowledge Management in a virtual team’s management.

2.3. Trust in virtual environments: Developer of cohesion and certainty

In enterprises, virtual teams are formed to fulfill projects that need specialists. It is common that in these projects interactions among virtual team members are reduced, even in some of the occasions the team members only receive their role instructions and they never meet the rest of the team (Orhan, 2014). Contrary to the theory of Knowledge Management, this individualist working procedure affects the performance of virtual teams, and with it, the quality of their product. Because socialization and information networks are nonexistent, and this reduces knowledge and innovation (Gilson et al., 2015). For that reason, enterprises must apply the elements proposed by Knowledge Management that lower social distancing and uncertainty of virtual team members. Trust is an effective and rational element that develops individually, but it comes from the interaction from others. And, it can cover group levels. In a labor environment, trust unfolds from collaboration, beliefs, and compromises, causing the removal of individual interests while people work together (Germain & McGuire, 2014; Kanaris, 2015).

Regarding trust in virtual environments, previous work proved its existence and its possible effect on virtual team members, but there is a need to attend studies related to methodologies, strategies, or processes of virtual teams to develop an environment in which cohesion and certainty are produced by trust (Garcia & Mendoza, 2015; Zornoza et al., 2009). This work observes elements related to structural capital and human capital because the virtual team members observed were not related to external organizations.

2.4. Structural capital skills: Technical communication, performance feedback, and timely information of process

Technical communication, performance feedback, and timely information of process are considered structural capital skills due to within this research are measured as skills used to acquire, improve, or integrate the working strategies of virtual team members. People that work in virtual environments need to be trained to use effectively the communication tools provided by the organization in which they work. The training must contribute to determining objectives, conditions, individual, and group roles (Berridi et al., 2015). This skill is named as technical communication. Performance feedback is applied to adjust and create information in which the actions of the virtual team members are modified to transform the feedback in data that can be used for future projects (Son & Kim, 2015). Timely information of process is the measurement of the frequency in which the virtual team members share their information. The frequency must be synched so the team members can be updated about the status of their team-mates, change of plans, and resources, and vital information data are shared on time to continue with their working process without interruption (Huang, 2016).

2.5. Human capital skills: Dialogic learning and intercultural competence

Dialogic learning and intercultural competence are considered human capital skills that ought to their capacity to measure learning, acquire knowledge, create knowledge, and contribute ideas. Dialogic learning is the creation of knowledge from the interaction of virtual team members. The interactions are rational conversations in which ideas are shared to contribute to the whole team (Berridi et al., 2015). Intercultural competence is giving the capacity to virtual team members to benefit from cultural differences and to improve their interactions by contrasting behavioral differences and transform them in advantages that give value to the team (Huey et al., 2014).

Related to this, Knowledge Management is composed of three elements that manage the processes of organizations, labor skills, and the relationship of organizations with their external factors. These three elements are recognized by Knowledge Management as 1) Structural Capital, 2) Human Capital, and 3) Relational Capital (Pasher & Ronen, 2011; Lanzas, 2018). Structural Capital are the processes of organizations to improve their resources network to make them more trustful, and valuable during the working process of employees through acquisition, development, integration, strengthening, and creation of new working networks applied as strategies (Garcia, Parra, & Molina, 2018). Human Capital oversees measuring people’s cognitions. These elements create value by generating new social relationships with the improvement of the interaction among individuals. The value is generated when enterprises develop a system in which solidarity, collective vision, and mutual understanding (Boon et al., 2018; Garcia et al., 2018). Relational Capital is the creation of interactions outside the organization. This type of capital gives importance to communication between different enterprises. When there is an alliance among suppliers, homonyms, and clients there is a development of solidarity, knowledge is shared, there are goals alignments, and risks and rewards are shared (Aaltonen & Turkulainen, 2018).
2.6. Research objective

Trust in virtual environments is an essential skill for the intelligent management of virtual teams, thus it is considered as the dependent variable of the phenomenon. The literature review identified competencies to develop trust in virtual environments which are the independent variables of the model. The independent variables technical communication, performance feedback, timely information of process, are variables that are considered structural capital skills. The independent variables dialogic learning and intercultural competence are considered human capital skills. With the topics here exposed in the literature review the main objective of this research is to solve the research questions: Which are the best practices for intelligent management of virtual teams? And Which are the opportunity areas for intelligent management of virtual teams?

2.7. Hypothesis development

Intelligent management of virtual teams requires a straight functionality and simplicity of communication tools to synch the rationale of virtual team members (Lam, 2016). Technical communication gives people skills to transform communication tools in a balanced and cooperative environment, so obstacles become in a base of transmission with a direction to generate trust (Mirra et al., 2018). From these ideas is derived the first hypothesis:

H$_1$: Technical communication has a positive effect on virtual team members’ trust.

Virtual teams need a corrective function that make team member conscious about the importance of their individual effort in the team. Performance feedback gives a sense of achievement to the individual decisions of team members and managers (Steelman et al., 2004). Also, it creates a self-assessment mentality during the working process. Therefore, it is considered that performance feedback generates trust by re-stating that the whole team is working effectively and eliminates the need to observe each other (Tarakci et al., 2018). Thus, the second hypothesis is:

H$_2$: Performance feedback has a positive effect on virtual team members’ trust.

In a virtual environment, the quantity of shared information must have a structure, because the overload of information can affect the quality of the working and decision-making processes. On the other hand, lack of information can complicate the reaction to emergent situations (Rusman et al., 2009). Timely information of process is in charge of structuring the information and accept it according to the situation, this avoids misunderstandings among team members and prepare them for future complications. Therefore, with better delivery times and frequencies of information, confusion, and uncertainty is eliminated, as a result, trust can be generated. (Kaur, 2018). With these ideas the third hypothesis is:

H$_3$: Timely information of process has a positive effect on virtual team members’ trust.

Following the proposals of Takahashi et al. (2014), usually on remote work people only send their working progress. In a virtual team with intelligent management, there are relationships created from dialogue, all the team members share their knowledge, and collectivity exists. Dialogic learning is a method in which virtual team members give opinions and are listening. Their opinions solve problems or create innovation. A rational conversation gives purpose to their opinions, from a rational collectivity creates a relational collectivity, with that, generates trust. From this perspective the fourth hypothesis is:

H$_4$: Dialogic learning has a positive effect on virtual team members’ trust.

Cultural differences between virtual teams can be social or labor. These differences affect the whole team by conflicting the credibility of information, aptitudes, and behavior towards team members. For this intercultural competence must be integrated into virtual teams’ intelligent management. Intercultural competence eliminates understanding gaps and benefits of multiculturality of a team to develop advantages through creativity, different perspectives. All this gives virtual team members an emotional and labor stability focused on the generation of trust by making the team more cohesive (Arasaratnam, 2016; Vegh & Nguyen, 2019). Proposing the fourth hypothesis:

H$_5$: Intercultural competence has a positive effect on virtual team members’ trust.

Following the above mentioned it was made an inferential analysis to prove the hypothesis of the model (see Fig. 1):
3. Methodology

3.1. Research design

This quantitative transactional research has an explanatory scope to understand the causes of the generation of trust in a virtual environment among virtual team members. The actions of the participants were not intervened; therefore, this research is considered nonexperimental (Blundell & Costa Dias, 2005; Creswell & Creswell, 2017). To do this, five independent variables and a dependent variable were observed to test the hypothesis with multiple linear regression. This research design was possible to measure the importance, proximity, and weight of the variables within the model with a unidirectional relation. After data analysis, is presented a discussion. (Kaplan, 2004; Cruz, 2017).

3.2. Instrument design

The variables of the model were operationalized by identifying theoretical research that defined the variables with a similar scope to the present work. But the referenced works were made in different backgrounds; for example, variables dedicated to observing face-to-face teams. For this motive, the conceptualizations and items from other authors were adapted to study specifically for proper data recollection dedicated to the background of a virtual team. After the operationalization of the variables, it was developed an instrument of 36 closed-ended questions with a Likert scale from 1 to 7 to test the model’s hypothesis (Rositas, 2014). To ensure that participants were part of a virtual team, the instrument contained a second section with 10 open-ended questions (Oviedo & Arias, 2005; Cervantes, 2005).

3.4. Sample characteristics

A convenience non-probabilistic sampling method was used to gather data from 102 virtual team members of Monterrey city in the northeast of Mexico. The enterprises are dedicated to design computing systems. The characteristics to consider the participants as virtual team members were (Tongco, 2007):

- To work in a group of two or more people
- The group must be labeled
- The group must have at least six months working together
- To have interdependent tasks
- To have the obligation to use Information and Communication Technologies to communicate and develop their projects.

3.5. Field work

The instrument was applied with Google forms. The platform allowed to distribute the instrument and to access it through e-mail, so any participant could answer the questioner with their personal computers or mobile devices. After exporting data to an Excel spreadsheet, it was introduced to SPSS to analyze it.

3.6. Statistical analysis methods

Before running a multiple linear regression, closed-ended questions were analyzed with parametric methods required to confirm that data had validity, was precise, and fulfills all assumptions (de la Garza et al., 2012). All statistical tests were made with a 95% probability as required by social sciences (de la Garza et al., 2012). Reliability was tested with Cronbach’s Alpha value for each of the variables. The scale to accept reliability was proposed by Gliem and Gliem (2003) in which establishes that $\alpha \geq 0.9$ reliability is excellent, $\alpha \geq 0.8$ reliability is good, $\alpha \geq 0.6$ reliability is questionable, $\alpha < 0.5$ reliability is poor, and reliability is unacceptable. To reject the presence of multicollinearity between independent variables the Variance Inflation Factor (VIF) was measured. After that, the Pearson correlation coefficient of the variables was calculated to accept model’s linearity. The normality of the sample was tested with Kolmogorov-Smirnov-Lilliefors’ test of the dependent variable. Homoscedasticity was observed with the consistency of data in the standardized residuals. To end with all assumptions model’s autocorrelation was tested with Durbin-Watson’s coefficient (Cazalla, et al., 1999; de la Garza, et al., 2012). After testing all assumptions, an inferential statistical analysis was made by observing the determination coefficient, Fischer’s F test, and non-standardized coefficients of the variables were used to test hypotheses (de la Garza et al., 2012).

3.7. Reliability test

Table 1 shows the results of reliability test in descendent order according to their Cronbach’s alpha value. In the results, it can be observed that trust in virtual environments had the highest Cronbach’s alpha value ($\alpha = .781$). In addition, the variable with the lowest Cronbach’s alpha value was technical communication ($\alpha = .626$). In general, all variables were above the unacceptable range. With these results, reliability was accepted to continue with the following assumptions.

3.8. Multicolinearity test

Technical communication, intercultural competence, timely information of process, and performance feedback had a VIF $< 2$. Related to these results, dialogic learning had the highest VIF value but still is in range to reject multicollinearity (de la Garza, et al., 2012). These results are in Table 1.
3.9. Linearity test

The linearity test was accepted when all variables had a p<.05 with a reliability of 95%. Table 1 shows the results of Pearson’s coefficient correlation.

3.10. Normality test

Kolmogorov-Smirnov-Lilliefors’ test results allowed to accept the normality of the sample with a p>.200. Table 1 shows the results of this test.

3.11. Homoscedasticity test

Variance homogeneity was accepted by observing that the probability standardized residuals show consistency in their direction towards the top right end of the graphic (de la Garza et al., 2012). Fig. 2 shows the results.

3.12. Autocorrelation test

Durbin-Watson’s coefficient was \( d=1.55 \). This allows accepting the alternative hypothesis. This autocorrelation is rejected from the model (de la Garza et al., 2012). The results are shown in Table 1.

3.13. Assumptions review

All assumptions required by multiple linear regression were fulfilled to continue with the inferential statistical analysis. Here is Table 1 with the results of the reliability test, multicollinearity test, and linearity test:

### Table 1

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Variable</th>
<th>Cronbach’s alpha</th>
<th>VIF</th>
<th>Pearson’s correlation coefficient</th>
<th>Sig.</th>
<th>Number of items by variable</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Trust in virtual environments</td>
<td>.781</td>
<td>Constant</td>
<td>1.000</td>
<td>Constant</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Technical communication</td>
<td>.626</td>
<td>1.308</td>
<td>.539</td>
<td>.000</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Intercultural competence</td>
<td>7.38</td>
<td>1.356</td>
<td>.272</td>
<td>.003</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Timely information of process</td>
<td>6.60</td>
<td>1.821</td>
<td>.572</td>
<td>.000</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Performance feedback</td>
<td>.752</td>
<td>1.865</td>
<td>.529</td>
<td>.000</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dialogic learning</td>
<td>.772</td>
<td>2.276</td>
<td>.572</td>
<td>.000</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note: own elaboration, data generated from SPSS with 95% reliability.

4. Results

4.1. Statistical inferential analysis

The determination coefficient had a value of .523. Fischer’s test result was F=21.020, giving the model a significance of p<.000 with a 95% reliability. Table 2 shows the results of the statistical inferential analysis.

### Table 2

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Model’s test</th>
<th>( R^2 )</th>
<th>F</th>
<th>Significance</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>.523</td>
<td>21.020</td>
<td>.000</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note: Own elaboration data generated from SPSS with 95% reliability.

The results of the standardized coefficient of independent variables show that the most important variable of the model is technical communication with \( \beta=0.391 \). On the other hand, intercultural competence had a negative weight within the model with a value of \( \beta=-0.90 \). About significance, technical communication, performance feedback and timely information of process have a value of p<.05, with these results their hypothesis in the model was accepted. But dialogic learning and intercultural competence had a value of p>.05 rejecting their hypothesis in the model. Table 3 shows the results of the standardized coefficients of the independent variables, their t value, p-value, and hypothesis test:
Table 3
Standardized coefficients of independent variables and hypothesis test

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Hypothesis</th>
<th>β</th>
<th>t</th>
<th>Sig</th>
<th>Test result</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>H1 Technical communication (♂) Trust in virtual environments</td>
<td>.391</td>
<td>4.318</td>
<td>1.000</td>
<td>H1 Accepted</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>H2 Performance feedback (♂) Trust in virtual environments</td>
<td>.266</td>
<td>2.472</td>
<td>.015</td>
<td>H2 Accepted</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>H3 Timely information of process (♀) Trust in virtual environments</td>
<td>.216</td>
<td>2.720</td>
<td>.008</td>
<td>H3 Accepted</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>H4 Aprendizaje dialógico Dialogic learning (♀) Trust in virtual environments</td>
<td>.168</td>
<td>1.312</td>
<td>.193</td>
<td>H4 Rejected</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>H5 Intercultural competence (♀) Trust in virtual environments</td>
<td>-.090</td>
<td>-.840</td>
<td>.403</td>
<td>H5 Rejected</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note: Own elaboration, data elaborated from SPSS with reliability of 95%

5. Discussion

5.1. Best practices for intelligent management of virtual teams

Virtual team members develop their activities favorable for capital structural, as technical communication, performance feedback, timely information of process to generate trust in virtual environments. The value and model’s significance show that when these three skills are present, they can generate 52% of trust in virtual environments.

5.2. Technical communication recommendations

Strategies related to technical communication are considered a healthy practice for virtual teams. This skill is responsible for generating 39% in the benefit of trust among team members in a virtual environment. To do this, virtual team members must be trained to use Information and Communication Technologies as working tools, mainly, to adapt them to be used in a collaborative distanced environment (Lam, 2016). Intelligent management of virtual teams allows their members to communicate in optimal conditions to report their work. Also, there is an agreement that team members must share information in regular meetings. For example, the exchange of information must occur in specific meetings to report their working progress. Nowadays, there is software that integrates solutions that allow the management of meetings, share files, and applications; to create a network of information among virtual team members. Therefore, people that use this type of service are doing one of the best practices to manage a virtual team. (Mirra et al., 2018).

5.3. Performance feedback recommendations

Virtual team members have good practices when their work has performance feedback. This skill is responsible for generating 26% of the trust in virtual environments. Virtual team members must develop a positive feedback system in order to create a conscience of their work with constructive commentaries (Steelman et al., 2004). A system with these characteristics has virtual team members that are emotionally intelligent to do commentaries based on the creation of an expectative in the behavior of others. This is achieved by structuring the individual tasks of each member. Also, the commentaries made to other team members do not need formalization but politeness to create a sense of responsibility for the general performance of the team. With a system like this, each virtual team member accepts their role within the team, and it is an alternative to measure their individual input to the whole team (Tarakci et al., 2018).

5.4. Timely information of process recommendations

Similarly, the actions that foster timely information of process in a virtual team are considered as good practices. This variable has the potential to generate 21% of trust in virtual environments. Timely information of process makes that virtual team members contribute to their output with anticipation. It is a skill that updates the working status of all team members, keeps current the individual tasks, and makes the team available to solve emergencies, therefore, the final product without delays (Rusman et al., 2009). Intelligent management of timely information of process is present when the virtual team manages the overload of information with project management tools (Kaur, 2018). There are tools that allow using virtual whiteboards, in which everyone in the team can browse their to-do list. Their lists can include data as, who is responsible for each task, to assign delivery dates, and compare schedules. There are more complex tools like collaborative project management software but they add specific functions for developing software. On the other hand, there are more simple methods in which every virtual team member shares a document in cloud storage in order to edit the information to create a network of information. Nowadays these types of tools are available for mobile devices and personal computers that allow the constant synchronization of the information (Ramos et al., 2019).

5.5. Opportunity areas for virtual teams’ management

After the analysis, it was detected that there are opportunity areas for virtual team management. Dialogic learning and intercultural competence must be developed to achieve the intelligent management of virtual teams. The statistical assumptions show that these two variables have the possibility to exist within the model, but the inferential analysis of the model shows that they need to be put into practice to generate more trust in a virtual team. Also, it is important to note that the variables that were not significant within the model are part of the human capital.
5.6. Dialogic learning recommendations

Dialogic learning is considered an opportunity area. The results show that this variable has the possibility to contribute to the generation of trust in virtual environments by 17%. According to the literature review, this skill is put into practice when virtual teams standardize having constant meetings to discuss and solve individual or group problems related to their tasks during as long as their project takes (Takahashi et al., 2014). Also, Knowledge management proposes the use of communities of practice. The main function of communities of practice is to collaborate and innovate through socializing practices as dialogue. Communities of practice can take place with people that have interests in common. In the case of virtual team members, they must have the interest to deliver a final product. To have communities of practice meetings allow to take advantage of the time to share experiences and uncertainty about their job. With this method, there is inspiration in others to promote new ideas and solve problems. For communities of practice to work well, there must be a balance between formal and casual conversations. Casual conversations make easier for people to express themselves and free of thinking. While formal conversations establish limits to focus on giving solutions and to make a quality job. (Castaneda et al., 2018).

5.7. Intercultural competence

Missing actions to improve intercultural competence is considered an area of opportunity that must be covered. Although in this research it had a negative relation the statistical assumptions show that it has a 60% chance to generate trust in virtual environments. To improve intercultural competence, virtual team members must be open to accepting teammates with another type of knowledge and personality. The variation of contributions coming from different backgrounds helps to learn from others (Arasaratnam, 2016; Rezazadeh & Molaei, 2018). Virtual team members must behave politely and focus on the skills, knowledge, and attitudes that differ from one person to another while working. It becomes a responsibility to virtual team managers to develop a model where their progress is identified by the adjustments that team members must do when they interact among different cultures. For this, an initial perception of the team members must be measured, then to intervene to create sensibility among the virtual team and to observe them during all the stages of their project until an intercultural competence of the whole team is achieved (Vegh & Nguyen, 2019).

6. Conclusions

The main objective of this research was achieved when better practices and opportunity areas for the intelligent management of virtual teams were identified. It was important to meet the skills that are used by the intelligent management of virtual teams but, it is also important to standardize a process to develop them regularly in different types of projects in which virtual team members are essential. The literature review of this study can be applied in other research related to Knowledge Management and measure other key elements related to structural, relational, and human capital, and all types of teams that have the intention to act more intelligent to generate competitive advantages from human resources in organizations. Also, this study can be used to develop a complete system where all strategies become efficient and make intelligent virtual teams.
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